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Part3 -Final ReportFor, ?tat
I. Outline the background to the project.
CanC hasformany yearssupported the development andmaintenance of computersystems
at The Australian Cotton Research Institute, Nanabri(previous project CSF77C). filese
computersystems have benefited allresearch programs through their use in data processing,
storage, statistical analysis, modeling and the development of end-user packages. In addition
the network services located at ACRlprovide printing services and communication which
includes e-mail

The development of the Internetin recent years has provided a means of communication and

also dissemination of information. A dedicated World Wide Web server that support the
Australian Cotton CRC's website is know located at ACRl. This has enabled infonnation

and systems developed at ACRl to be made available mumediately to the Cotton Industry
(e. g. updates to CottonLOGIC). Data published on this server includes daily weather data
downloaded from weather stations in the cotton growing regions as well as research

publications produced by the CRC.

With the increase in computing power and staff at ACRl, the need for sustained technical
support directly to the user has expanded. Support for these services is imperative to the
proper functioning of the research station.

Rum. at tile bets"^ of thisproject werebeimg fineli^,, Ito^PIGtelyre^IC the Myall
Vate site toCSR.0^ration^abling star^s. ,30th^Sino and r'sW Agricultme are
providing funds for this project.

2. Listthe projectobjectives and the extenttowhichthese have beenachieved.
The aims of theprqject were. .
. To provide fulltime support for computer hardware and network services at ACRl,
Nanabri.

. Facilitate the connection of industry users to on-line services developed by the CRC.
. To provide support and assistance to researchers and other users of the ACRl
computer network.

. To facilitate the introduction of new technology to improve communication and
infonnation management among the cotton research cornniunity and Industry users'
O^jecttves that were to be achieved in each year of the grant were. .
Year I
.

Conduct day-to-day monitoring of network pertonnance, and respond to problemsreported
by users'

. Check computing hardware and software is Year 2000 Compliant.
. Re-cable Myall Vale site to CSRO saturation cabling standards.
. Assist users in improving coriumunication and infomiation management in their research
projects.

Year 2

. Conduct day-to-day monitoring of networkperfonnance, and respond to problemsreported
by users'

. Facilitate the adoption of new technology to improve access by researchers and industry
users'

. Assist users in applying infonnation technology to research and extension projects.
Year3

. Conduct day-to-day monitoring of network performance, andrespond to problemsreported
by users'

. Facilitate the adoption of new technology to improve access by researchers and industry
users'

. Assist users in applying infonnation technology to research and extension projects.
. Evaluate the need to upgrade facilities in line with changes in technology and the changing
needs of researchers and industry.

Anthese objectives have been achieved with a high degree of success. This project is
supporting a reliable and functioning computer network and general computing services at
ACRl which is benefiting allresearch and extension staff. Specific achievements for the past
three years include:
- Upgading the uninterrupted power supplies for the network;
- Increasing the speed of the ISDN link to the site at no additional cost;

-Iden^rig^, rew^erverfor^,,^,^I^mmed^a^PC^^inties;
~ improved dial in capabilities for travelling researchers;
- Increase in overall security of the network;
- Installation of video conferencing facilities;
- Installation of cabling for new ACRl weather station; and
- upgraded network operating system to Windows 2000 server.
- Enabled secure Internet services via the Cotton CRC web site.

- Increased backup processes from weekly to daily for e-mail.
- Upgrading tape backup capabilities

- Installation of two new computer servers to enhance data storage, COILilnunication, and web
capabilities.

TheiristaUationofanewACRlnetworkwascompleted during the life of tilts project
and is furictionirLg at full capacity. It has gained Krone 20120 certification which is
presently the highest standard that can be gained for anetwork. Thenewnetwork

has provided reliable performance withincreasedcapacity and flexibility for the
staffatACRl. Tony Pfeifferthenetworkmanagerfundedby tilts projectwas
instrumental in the plan^gand trustallationof the network.

3. How has your research addressed the Corporations three outputs:
Sustainability, profitability and international competitiveness, and/or people
and community?
T}lis project assists all research and extension activities conducted at ACRl which

ultimately contribute to alloutputs noirdrLated by ftie CDRC.
This project assists allresearch and extension activities conducted at ACRl which

ultimately contribute to alloutputs nominated by the CDRC. in factresearchers at
ACRlhave accessto computing facilities that are of the highest standard avadable.
4. Detailthe methodologyandjustifythe methodologyused.
NotApplicable

5. Detailresults including the statistical analysis of results.
NotApplicable

6. Discuss the results, and include an analysis of research outcomes compared
with objectives.
Not, ^PPI^ble

7. Provide an assessment of the likely impact of the results and conclusions of

the research project for the cotton industry. Where possible include a
statement of the costs and potential benefits to the Australian cotton industry
and futureresearchneeds.

This project will continue to directly support the activities and operation
researchers located at the Australian Cotton Research Institute.

8. Describe the project technology (eg. commercially significant developments,
patents applied for or granted licenses etc).
NotApplicable

9. Provide a technical surunary of any other information developed as part of the
research project. Include discoveries minerhodology, equipment design, etc.
Not Applicable

1.0. Detaila plan for the activities or othersteps that maybe taken;

(a) to further develop orto exploit the projecttechnology.
(b)forthe future presentation and dissemination of the projectoutcomes.
This projectceased fullune 2002. Anew projecttitled 'ACRlcomputingsupport' has
wasfuridedby the CRDC which aimstomairttainthe important andcrucial
computing supportatACRl.

11. Listthe publications arising from the research project.
Not Applicable

12. Are changes to the LiteUectualPropertyregisterrequired?
NotApplicable
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CanC has for many yearssupported the development and maintenance of computersystems
at Australian Cotton Research Institute, Nanabri(previous project CSF77C). These
computer systems have benefited allresearch programs through their use in data processing,
storage, statistical analysis, modeling and the development of end-user packages. In addition
the network services located at ACRl provide printing services and communication which

includes e-mail.

The development of the Internetin recent years has provided a means of communication and
also dissemination of infonnation. A dedicated World Wide Web server is know located at

ACRl. This has enabled infonnation and systems developed at ACRlto be made available
illuiiediately to the Cotton Industry (e. g. updates to CottonLOGIC). Data published on this
server includes daily weather data downloaded from weather stations in the cotton growing
regions.

With the increase in computing power and staff at ACRl, the need for sustained technical

support directly to the user has expanded. Support for these services is imperative to the
proper functioning of the research station.

This project has achieved a wide array of objectives. Writlst providing excellentlT
services to the staff at ACRlwhich is fundairientalto the cotton research effort, there

have been also significant improvements in the computer network infrastructure at
ACRl. One noticeable improvement was the installation of a new ACRl network

was which 11as^ized. Krozie 20120 certil^ration*whim_ts pre^ently_theJi^best
*s^ridad that;^^I be gained for a rompixting network. The new network has

provided reliable perfomiance with increased capacity and flexibility for the staff at
ACRl. Tony Pfeiffer the network manager funded by tilts project was instrumental
in the plainimg and instaUation ofthe network.

